INTRODUCTION
Composite materials are desirable in lightweight structures due to their high specific stiffness and strength. These materials have great importance in the aerospace and aircraft industries. The main reasons for the success of composite materials use in the aerospace industry are the high performance versus weight ratios that it is possible to achieve using these materials and the necessity of lowering the weight of the aircraft as much as possible in order to enhance its efficiency [1] .
Use of stiffeners can lead to higher load resistance of a composite structure without much increase in weight [2] . The grid composite structure is made of stiffeners and skin and the stiffeners can be made of other materials like metal alloys [3] . The stiffening structures are either on the inner or the outer or both sides of the skin.
Recent research on grid composite structures has tended to concentrate on the axial loading while the structures are exposed to transverse loadings as well as axial loadings. This investigation attempts to study the grid composite cylindrical shell under transverse loadings, both experimentally and numerically.
In recent years, a series of studies on the grid composite cylindrical shell have been carried out by Rahimi et. al. [4] to [6] .
In the present study, a stress analysis of the structure under a clamped-free boundary condition subjected to transverse end load has been carried out both experimentally and numerically. Following this, a finite element modeling was utilized to verify the experimental result. To our knowledge, no investigation of this kind has been previously reported.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Fabrication Process
The specimen in this study was fabricated using a specially designed filament winding machine designed and built in Tarbiat Modares University as shown in Fig. 1 . This machine executes a continuous procedure to fabricate the specimen in which the ribs are first made, the skin is immediately wound around it, and then the specimen is cured. This process ensures a solid fusion of the ribs to the skin. E-glass fibers and a room-temperature-curing resin epoxy matrix were used for the fabrication. The nominal mechanical properties of the material are presented in Table 1 [5] . The geometrical properties of the stiffened composite cylindrical shell are shown in Table 2 : The ribs form a 30 degrees angle with the axis of revolution of the cylindrical shell. It should be noted that the shape of the cross section of the stiffeners can change the results [7] . The fabricated specimen is shown in Fig. 2 . 
Testing
An L-shaped steel fixture was designed to mount the specimen on the testing machine. The specimen was installed in a circular groove created in the fixture. The steel sheet attached to the free end of the specimen provided distribution of the load onto the circumference of the edge of the shell and prevented local damage due to concentrated load. The stiffened shell was tested under clamped-free boundary conditions, with the load transversely exerted on the free end. Fig. 3 shows a sketch of the test.
For strain measurement, 120 Ω strain gauges were employed [8] . Each gage must be bonded carefully to the structure. The strain gauges were attached to the top face of the specimen at four points (Three strain gauges at each point) in a rosette arrangement as shown in Fig. 4 . An INSTRON test machine was used to apply the load in a displacement-controlled procedure with a rate of 1 mm/min [9] . Fig. 5 shows the stiffened composite shell during the test. The loading was continued until the structure failed from the clamped end. It should be mentioned that a marker was drawn under the load cell and on the steel sheet to see if there was any rotation in the shell or not. It was observed after the test that the marker did not have any horizontal displacement with respect to the load cell, which means that no rotation was found. 
FINITE ELEMENT MODELING
ANSYS 11.0 software was employed to make a 3-D model of the structure [10] . The intersections of the ribs were modeled as distinct volumes with twice the fiber volume fraction as the ribs due to accumulation of fibers in these areas during the fabrication process.
The stiffeners were meshed using 20-node layered solid elements, SOLID191. Since the fibers are unidirectional within the ribs, the number of layers would not make any difference to the results. SHELL99 was used to mesh the shell [7] . It was found to be adequate to assume the shell to be a 20-ply laminate after a divergence test.
The nodes of the shell and the rib elements within a tolerance of 0.6 millimeters were coupled together in order to stick the shell and the ribs together.
The boundary conditions, including clamped-free and transverse end loading, were applied to the model. It should be noted that the weight of the steel sheet attached to the free end (2 kg), was considered in the FEM analysis. The created FEM model is presented in Fig. 6 . Static analysis was conducted to extract the strains and stresses along the top face of the stiffened shell.
RESULTS
The obtained results in 400 N of the experimental and numerical studies are shown in Table 3 . The number of each strain gauge is shown in Fig. 4 .
There is a good accordance between the results for both approaches. Fig. 7 shows the variations in the displacement of the free end versus the applied transverse end load obtained in the experiment. Fig. 7 indicates 1700 N of load capacity for this structure under the mentioned boundary conditions. The behaviour of this structure changes linearly until approximately 1400 N. After a 7 mm deflection of the free end, the first reduction in the load variation is observed. This is the time that buckling or collapse takes place in the structure. In the failure analysis part of this paper, it will be illustrated that the collapse in the composite shell occurs in this point. Following this, the load increases again up to the maximum load capacity.
Fig. 7. Deflection of the free end versus the applied load
In this experiment ε x , ε y , were measured. By using Eq. (1), the γ xy is obtained: 
Stress Distribution
Considering that the strain gauges show the strains in the outer layer of the shell [11] , and the fact that the shell is wound at a 75 degrees angle, a coordinate system transformation should be done prior to using stress-strain relations. This is shown in Fig. 8 . 
Where the transformed reduced stiffness Q ij is given in terms of reduced stiffness Q ij in Eq. (4). 
where m = sin θ , n = cos θ and θ is the angle of the fibers and the axis of revolution of the shell. For the orthotropic lamina, Q ij are: 
It should be noted that the stresses were calculated at 400 N. Looking back at the load-displacement graph, it is clear that at this load the structure is in the linear zone. The stresses in the experimental study are obtained from Eq. (3).
Experimental versus Finite Element Results
A comparison of the variation in σ x versus the distance from the free end between the experimental and finite element results is shown in Fig. 9 : Fig. 9 . σ x -Finite element vs. experimental result comparison Fig. 9 shows that at a distance of 23 cm from the free end of the cylinder which is the intersection point of the two ribs, the σ x considerably decreases in comparison with other points. It was also found that the values of the σ y , τ xy decrease noticeably at the intersection point of the two stiffeners as well as at σ x .
The von Mises equivalent stress for plane-stress is obtained from Eq. (5) and the values of this stress for experimental and numerical analyses are compared in Fig. 10 . 
It is evident from the graph that the equivalent von Mises stress declines significantly at the intersection point of the stiffeners.
The deformed shape of the structure in the FEM analysis indicates that the decrease in the stresses at the abovementioned point is due to the deformation in the stiffened shell under the transverse end load. Fig. 11 shows the large scale deformed shape of the specimen. The elements on the top face of the structure are expected to be in tension. As shown in Fig. 11 , the deformation near the junction of two stiffeners on the top of the structure is remarkably less than that seen in other parts of the structure. In addition the contour of stress distribution in the stiffened shell illustrates a significant decrease in von Mises stress at this point (Fig. 12) . To determine the effect of stiffening of a cylindrical composite shell, the stiffened composite shell is compared to an unstiffened composite shell.
An Experimental and Numerical Investigation of a Grid Composite Cylindrical Shell Subjected to Transverse Loading
Stiffened Shell vs. Unstiffened Shell Result
In this section, the obtained FE results are compared to the results of an unstiffened shell under the same boundary conditions. Therefore, a finite element model of an unstiffened composite shell with the same material properties was built [13] . Fig. 13 shows a comparison of the variations in the σ vonMises between the stiffened shell and the unstiffened shell under the same boundary conditions.
It is concluded that the greatest difference in von Mises stress is at a distance 23 cm from the free end of the structure. This is where the junction of the two stiffeners is located in the stiffened shell. The above graph shows lower values of von Mises stress in the stiffened shell compared to the unstiffened shell. 
FAILURE ANALYSIS
Grid composite structures have different failure modes that strongly depend on the type of loading and boundary conditions. The stiffened composite shell may fail due to some mechanism such as collapse of the stiffeners or skin. It was observed from the experiments that the stiffened composite cylindrical shell would finally fail in the clamped end. This failure mode occurs in the shell. Fig. 14 shows the failure of the structure.
In addition, no other failure modes in other parts of the stiffeners or the shell were observed. However, other failure modes like collapse of the stiffener are possible in other types of loading, such as local loads [14] . The Tsai-Wu failure theory failure theory is used for the failure analysis [15] . Two methods were applied to the failure analysis. In the first approach, the experimental results near the clamped end and the Tsai-Wu failure theory are employed. The values of σ x , σ y and τ xy are obtained from Eq. (7). These stresses are in a global coordinate system, which is needed to calculate them in the material coordinate system. The global and local stresses in an angle lamina are related to each other through the angle of the lamina, θ:
where [T] is defined as:
The ultimate strengths of the e-glass fibers is presented in Table 4 : [17] In the second step, finite element failure analysis is carried out based on the Tsai-Wu failure theory [18] . The failure criterion was defined using the ultimate strengths in Table 4 . Both methods were carried out for three different loads and the results are presented in Table 5 .
The results show a good agreement between both methods. It should be noted that FEM analysis also shows that the stiffened composite cylindrical shell will fail at the clamped edge as observed in the experiments. The failure load of the structure was found to be 1465 N in the experimental methods and 1437 N in the FEM failure analysis.
On the other hand in the Load-Displacement graph (Fig. 7) , at 1394 N the load decreases temporarily and the increases again. This is where the failure occurs in the clamped end of the stiffened shell.
Afterwards, FEM failure analysis was carried out for an unstiffened shell using the same boundary conditions. The result clarified that the unstiffened shell fails in the clamped end similarly to the stiffened shell. The failure load for the unstiffened composite shell was found to be 1215 N, which is about 17% lower than the load capacity of the stiffened composite shell.
CONCLUSION
In this study, a stress analysis for a stiffened composite cylindrical shell under clamped-free boundary conditions subjected to a transverse end load was carried out using experimental and numerical methods. A failure analysis for the structure was also performed and the results were compared to the unstiffened composite shell. The most important conclusions are listed below:
• The effect of the intersection of the stiffeners can be used in some parts of the structure where a high level of stress is expected. For example this effect would be useful around areas where stress concentration exists.
• Under this load and these boundary conditions, the most important concern is related to the areas near the clamped end. In other words, the failure probability at this point is far higher than other points in the structure. This structure also protected against other failure modes including separation between the ribs and skin or collapse of the ribs.
• The failure analysis showed a 17% higher load capacity in the stiffened composite shell compared to the unstiffened shell, which is undoubtedly a useful point in the design of these structures.
APPENDIX
Specimen Fabrication. The process of fabrication begins with laying the e-glass fibers within the predesigned grooves in the mandrel until reaching the desired number of fiber threads within a single groove, which was 100 threads for the specimens in this paper. The fibers are therefore uni-directional along the grooves (or eventually the stiffeners). After the grooves of the ribs were filled with the desired volume of fibers and resin, the shell was immediately wound as the mandrel rotated and also reciprocated and a stationary filler fed the fibers. The rotational and reciprocal speed of the mandrel was adjusted to obtain 72 degree fiber angles with respect to the axis of rotation of the cylinder. The process cannot define a definite number of layers for the fibers; therefore, the number of layers in the FEA was defined by a convergence test, which means that the number of layers were increased until the results reached an approximately constant point (20 layers for the shell and 1 layer for the fibers, since they are unidirectional). The fiber volume fraction was designed to be approximately 30%. It should be mentioned that at the intersection of the stiffeners there are twice as many fibers as other sections of the stiffeners, which was modeled by doubling the volume fraction in the FEA model. The final geometrical properties are given in Table 2 .
